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ABOUT THE COVERS: Dean Putnam Lockwood, professor of Latin and librarian emeritus
at Haverford, reminisces about the ever-growing College library in this issue of HORIZONS.
A dedicated botanist as a youngster, his interest in Greek and Latin classics developed during high school; and in 1914, by a series of circumstances, he found himself acting librarian
of Columbia University. At Haverford since 1918, Dr. Lockwood says his greatest pleasure
since retirement in 1948 is in managing (as secretary-treasurer) the Library Aisbciates. He
adds that his career has been "very fortunate" and his "inner life" happy—"and (I must
say) totally unaffected by wars, booms, depressions, politksrind modem science. I can
even avow that my inner peace and happiness have been unaffected by the decline in popu•
larity of my profession: Greek and Latin . . . I was lucky in being able to keep just ahead
of the debacle."

STORY OF ST. SEBASTIAN
photo by Theodore Hetzel '28

St. Sebastian
T WAS once called "a hideous old
painting."
Today, Pinturicchio's "St. Sebastian" hangs in the College library,
restored during the past year to its
original beauty. The painting is considered the most outstanding work of
the Umbrian master to be found in a
small private collection, according to
Dr. Craig Thompson, librarian.
It had an interesting history before
the Fine Arts Conservation Laboratories, Inc., in New York City, finished
work on the masterpiece this summer.
"St. Sebastian" was resting almost
unnoticed in the Haverford, Pa. home
of Miss Gladys Griscom until a friend
mentioned the presence of a "hideous
old painting" to the late Dr. Richard
Bernheimer, of Bryn Mawr College.
Dr. Bernheimer was able to attribute it to Pinturicchio despite the fact
that the surface was covered with a
dull and grimy film, through which
one could see several discolored
restorations.
In 1942, Miss Griscom donated the
painting to Haverford College, presenting it in memory of her father,
William Griscom.
Bernardo Pinturicchio (1454-1513 )
inherited the artistic traditions of the
Perugian painters and is noted for the
aliveness of his colors.
"St. Sebastian" is set upon the Palatine, with the young saint standing
at the base of a column, the. halfruined Colosseum in the background.
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its design made quakers cringe, but
expansion during 100 years has kept our
library remarkably versatile. now there's
new growth ahead for

HAVERFORD'S
CATHEDRAL OF LEARNING
by DEAN P. LOCKWOOD
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N NOVEMBER 15th Haverford College celebrated

the 100th anniversary of the inauguration of its
second major building, the Library and Alumni
Hall, constructed in 1863-64. In reviewing the fascinating hundred-year history of that structure, we have
our eyes on a not too distant future, and shall emphasize the Library over Alumni Hall, which ceased
to exist as such 66 years ago when the auditorium of
Roberts Hall took its place.
We are not celebrating the birth of the Haverford
Library in the sense of a collection of books. That
occurred in 1833 when the College opened and a
library of seven books was donated.
Actually, in 1864 there was not one new building
but two: a library and an assembly hall, joined at
right angles in an L-shaped structure. The Library
was shorter and ran north and south; Alumni Hall,
as it was called, was longer and ran east and west.
Unbelievably, for a Quaker institution, the architectural style was Gothic — academic Gothic, that is. As
a matter of fact, loud vdices were raised in protest.
The supporters, of course, regarded Haverford's one
earlier major building, now called Founders Hall, as
being unworthy — just a crude, stone structure faced
with yellowish plaster. Nowadays, on the contrary,
we admire its simple- dignity and beauty of line.
But the question that baffles the historian is whether .
most observers in 1864 realized the futfure possibilities
of their new building. Did the designers of the structure intend that by the addition of another wing one
could balance the part which housed the Library, and
that the new double building would become, in effect,
a Gothic cathedral, with a nave (the assembly hall),
two transepts and a crypt? The structure might even,
if the nave were widened, acquire three "chapels"
on each side — which, in due course, it did.
For those whose consciences were troubled, however, the day was perhaps saved by the fact that this
cathedral of learning was oriented backwards — the
"congregation" being forced to enter at the transept
end. The speaker's platform was located where the
entrance should have been.
In considering our handsome new bipartite struc-

hire, I take up the Library first.
Although the building was actually completed before mid-November, the librarian wisely took his time
about moving in. ( Never hurry a librarian. ) At the
inauguration there was no ceremony ( oh, the good
old days! ), but fortunately there is a photograph taken
in the spring of 1865 which gives an excellent idea
of the place and of the chief characters, of which
there are eight.
The Library, as depicted in the old photograph,
was a room as plain and austere as a Quaker meeting
house. The only decorations were a few busts of classical worthies on the ends of the bookcases — a tradition that goes back to the great bibliophile, Varro,
in the time of Cicero. The lighting was by kerosene
lamps. Here were gathered the dramatis personae.
( 1 ) In front, on the left, sits the moving spirit of
the new Haverford, Thomas Chase, professor of
philosophy ( another source says "of philology and
classical literature" — it made little difference in those
days). He was a native of Worcester, Mass., and a
birthright Friend, handsome ( or so he was then
regarded, at least), ambitious, and, by being an author
and editor of textbooks, well-to-do. He, himself, built
the most impressive private library ever erected in
this community. It became known as "Chase's Folly,"
but is now merely the brick annex to Woodside, currently the residence of Professor Holland Hunter.
( 2 ) On his right is a representative of earlier and
simpler ideals of education, that beloved character,
the versatile Paul Swift, M.D. At this time he was
professor of moral, political, and natural science.
Earlier he had been a Manager of the College and
a teacher of English. He had practiced medicine in
Nantucket.
( 3 ) Next is William Wetherald, formerly of Rockwood, Canada West, who had shortly before been
imported by the Managers with the pious hope of
improving discipline at the College. Within a year the
students were to run him out of town. ( There is nothing new about such actions. )
( 4 ) and ( 5 ) Next come two Haverford seniors,
James A. Chase ( standing) and Allen C. Thomas
3

( seated ). The latter was destined to become professor
of history and Haverford's most famous librarian,
whose portrait now hangs just inside the front door
of the "Thomas-Wistar Brown Library," as our building was officially christened in 1916.
( 6 ) Next, seated at the desk, is Clement Lawrence
Smith, assistant professor of classics and mathematics
and first librarian, still too young to be a full professor,
as the Haverford tradition demands. He is my link
with the Civil War period I am describing, for under
him at Harvard, not Haverford .( the two are often
confused) I studied the Odes of Horace about 1900, by
which time he was a doddering and palsied patriarch.
( That was in the dark ages before the era of pensions,
when professors taught until they dropped in their
tracks. )
( 7 ) Farthest in the rear and facing us sits a studious
sophomore, Samuel C. Collins.
( 8 ) Last, in front on the right, opposite Dr. Swift,
is the "gentle and modest" Samuel J. Gummere, who
had at two different periods in his life been associated
with Haverford in various capacities. He was, at the
time, professor of mathematics, director of the observatory, and president of the College, having been
appointed to this position the year before. President
Gummere was one of the few men who can perhaps
be called both scientist and humanist; that was still
possible in his day. He was much loved, especially
for his habit of going, like an Einstein, into mathematical trances, when he would forget that there
was anyone in the room before him. The boys enjoyed
the holiday.
N a few years the appearance of the Library had
greatly changed. The lighting was by a gas-ring. A
fireplace and mantelpiece were added at the far
end, and pictures were hung everywhere. A gallery
had to be built to hold the growing collection of

I

books, and bookcases even began to spread out into
Alumni Hall.
Improvements continued to be made, but the building became more and more crowded. Soon, the whole
gallery was filled with bookcases, cutting off all daylight. The new electric lights came in handy, but
clearly it was a time of crisis.
Enlargement of the Hall was planned. The architect was an enthusiastic member of the Gothic school,
and the new South Wing resembled a medieval choir
stall. Fortunately, the new chapel-like rooms along
the sides of the nave accommodated the surplus books.
There were now no Bookcases in the Hall. The awkward new machicolated entrance to the South Wing
may have been Gothic, but did not harmonize with
the rest of the building. Over the old north entrance
there was still a pointed canopy; but that was soon
altered to match the other. In rain or snow, neither
entrance ever stopped leaking.
After 1898, the former Alumni Hall, now part of
the Library proper, was rapidly filling up, and the
South Wing began to look almost as crowded as the
North, especially when the librarian stored the College's white elephant there, the so-called Fictile
Ivories, one of the strangest art collections ever assembled.
The time soon came when a stack building had to
be erected. By present-day standards it was small,

but in its dingy three stories, it gave professor William
Lunt space enough to get his superb collection on
British history together. Beautifully remodeled by
Nelson Edwards, it is now the Treasure Room.
In this same general area of the structure there is
also a mystery. Leading out of the old nave, as in the
beautiful Spanish cathedral of Burgos, there was a
side door. What was it ever used for? It is now blocked
up and can only be seen from the outside, where steps
lead down into a charming little nook. It was long
Christopher Morley's dream to turn this into an outdoor reading room with easy chairs beside the honeysuckle bush — an impractical idea perhaps. At any
rate, it's too late now, for former president Gilbert
White took most of the site for the beautiful reproduction of Rufus Jones' study.
The "great leap forward" came in 1940, when huge

new stacks were erected. I remember president William Wistar Comfort laying the corner stone in a sea
of mud. One of the new addition's features was the
Browsing Room, a shrine dedicated to professors
Francis B. Gummere and Frank Morley.
The climax was the creation of the Philips Room
out of the old, crowded North Wing, the original
library which had been through so many phases.
With its square, north windows admitting ample light
into a room that once had no daylight at all, it was a
renunciation of the Gothic style.
What, therefore, shall be the next step in the development of Haverford's Library?

E FUTURE OF THE COLLEGE LIBRARY
WHAT?

WHAT NEW

OVISIONS?

WHAT
COST?

HOW WILL
SUM BE
RAISED ?

egy is to test whether the College
Plans authorized by the Board and
can meet its capital building needs,
executed by Harbeson, Hough, Livone by one, as the student body
ingston & Larson of Philadelphia
grows while keeping Annual Giving
propose addition of 4-story and
"front
and center."
basement structure to south and
WHO
Working with James Magill at the
west of present library, 2-story extension of Treasure Room along
COMPRISE time of formal announcement of the
library enlargement project in midnorth side and improvements within
THE November were these alumni and
present structure. New entranceway
friends, whose ranks will grow as this
on south side under large oak, leavCOMMITTEE? "ad hoc" project moves forward:
ing tree intact.
Floor area increased from 33,335
Stephen G. Cary '37
John A. Silver '25
to 72,400 square feet. Study space
Loring Dam '17
Robert C. Smith '14
for students increased from present
Woodruff J. Emlen '35
Dr. Joseph Stokes, Jr. '16
Harold Evans '07
Dr. S. Emlen Stokes '14
175 to 500 places. Staff facilities enJohn C. Whitehead '43
Emerson Greenaway
larged and modernized. Book storH. Justice Williams
Robert B. Greer '18
age space to accommodate needs to
John S. Williams '20
Richard M. Gummere '02
1995 for projected 450,000 volumes.
Garrett S. Hoag '23
George A. Kerbaugh '10
Fireproof and air-controlled vault for
Er Officio:
William F. Maxfield '34
rare books and manuscripts, air conDr. Jonathan E. Rhoads '28
Oliver W. Melchior '28
ditioning throughout and hollow
Hugh Borton '26
Robert B. Wolf '36
Craig Thompson
floor, wall and ceiling space planned
C. Christopher Morris '04
Alfred R. Crawford '31
Thomas E. Morris '20
for electronic improvements in liFaculty Representatives:
Charles A. Robinson '28
brary book management as they beWallace T. MacCaffrey
Robert P. Roche '47come feasible. Gothic arches within
Ralph M. Sargent
Dr. Frederic C. Sharpless '00
present library will be preserved.
South and west side addition, utilities-, and fees — $1,180,000. Treasure
Room additions — $250,000. New
furnishings and improvements in
present library — $270,000. Target
amount — $1,700,000.
Special committee of Managers,
alumni and friends headed by James
P. Magill .07, now formed. It will
seek gifts during next year of
$10,000 or more from alumni and
friends, hopeful that largest part of
needed funds will be supplied by
100 or fewer donors. Ultimateh
every interested friend and alumnus
will be invited to have part in this
great new step toward Haverford's
bright future. Purpose of this strat-

CAMPUS COMMENTARY
compiled by BARCLAY M. BOLLAS

MUSIC AND DRAMA: The Haverford College Varsity Marching Society and Auxiliary Fife and Drum
Corps played at a rally for Sen. Hubert Humphrey . . .
Glee Club concerts on Parents' Day and, in cooperation
with the Bryn Mawr College Chorus, a memorial
program on Nov. 22 for the late John F. Kennedy . . .
Odetta ( folk music) and the Gerry Mulligan Quartet
(jazz) opened the Arts Series . . . The Circle-in-theSquare Theatre gives "Desire Under the Elms" Dec. 12,
and the Boston Opera Players offer Mozart's "Cosi
Fan Tutte" Jan. 16 . . . In cooperation with BMC, the
Drama Club gave three productions of Shakespeare's
"Antony and Cleopatra." . . . A concert of selections
from the 15th to 17th centuries was presented by the
English Consort of Viols . . . The Friends of Music
series opened with a Sunday afternoon program by
the Alard String Quartet, with Sylvia Glickman as
guest artist . . . Orchestra gave Mozart's Concerto for
2 pianos in E flat major at early December program
. . . Annual Glee Club Christmas concert, Dec. 14.
SPORTS: In order of success: cross country, 9-4;
jayvee football, 2-1; soccer, 4-5-2; jayvee soccer, 3-5;
varsity football, 0-6-1; sailing, 8 meets . . . Of an overflow Homecoming Day crowd, more than 400 were Boy
Scouts and Cub Scouts, guests of the College under a
new program arranged by the Athletic Department to
encourage young visitors to come to sports events . . .
Philadelphia's Little Quakers football team is using the
Haverford Field House to practice for its Kumquat
Bowl appearance this winter in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
. . . InterAc prep-school wrestling tourney to be held in
February in the Field House . . . Tackle Steven M.
Gold '67 named to a weekly "All East" E.C.A.C. football team.
STUDENTS: David Fraser '65 kept a Saturday evening dinner date at the White House, where he met
President Lyndon Johnson and other notables . .
Marcus W. Moore, Jr., of Baltimore, Md., elected
president of the freshman class.
0

QUOTABLE: Speaking of new architecture on college
campuses: "It would be hard to equal and probably
impossible to beat the Haverford science building."—
Main Line Times, Ardmore, Pa. . . . "So help us Hannah, it's true. We had a call from a Haverford College
faculty member and, expecting a tirade for our views
on Goldwater, had conveniently turned down our
hearing aid to modulate the anticipated volume. Incredibly, the speaker announced full and complete
support of our policy. Wonders will never cease, and
there is hope for the nation yet!"—Wayne, Pa.
Suburban and Times, which supported the GOP candidate . . . "Most Americans feel a vague sense of guilt
over the treatment of the American Indian. Theodore
6

Hetzel ( engineering ), Haverford Township, not only
is doing something to improve the lot of the American
Indian, but he believes America stands to benefit from
an understanding of Indian culture."—Philadelphia
Inquirer . . . speaking of Haverford student and faculty
wives tutoring programs, -=‘The educators ( of area
school districts) agree that the tutoring programs are
proving successful."—Main Line Times, Ardmore, Pa,
. . . "Graduation from Yale, Swarthmore, Haverford,
Amherst, Radcliffe, Bryn Mawr, and about 50 other
top- institutions give young men and women a stronger
head start in life over students who must go to the
not-so-good colleges."—Ovid, N.Y.,--Gazette & Independent.
0

a
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT: To honor leaders in the
financial support of Haverford's "living endowment"
three groups have been formed: the Isaac Sharpless
Associates, recognizing donors of $1000 or more; The
College Circle, citing contributors of from $500 to
$999; and The Century, as a tribute to those who contribute from $100 to $499 . . . three new grants to
faculty members were announced recently: $25,591
to Ariel Loewy ( biology) and $4200 to Douglas Heath
(psychology), both from the U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare, and $9,900 to Louis Green
(physics) from the National Science Foundation.
FACULTY ACTIVITIES: Martin Oppenheimer ( sociology ) is the author of a guide for civil rights demonstrators telling them in detail how to behave on sit-ins
Philip W. Bell, Haverford professor of economics, conducts a tutorial in
that subject at Makerere University College, University of East Africa, where
he is a Rockefeller Foundation consultant for humanities and social sciences.
The college, located at Kampala, Uganda, is one of three constituent units
of the University of East Africa. The university is one of several institutions receiving major Rockefeller Foundation assistance under the Foundation's current program to strengthen academic centers of excellence in the
developing areas of Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia. Bell is
now on his second year of leave to work with the program.

photo by Marc and Evelyne Berheim from Rapho Guillumette Pictures,
through courtesy of The Rockefeller Foundation.
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Soccer co-captains David Felsen '66 and Ramsey Liem '65, goalie and

Vietnam; he also was a speaker at a Harrisburg meeting of SANE; he authored, with Charles Holbrow
( physics) an article in a recent issue of the American
Journal of Physics . . . Craig Thompson ( librarian)
was a panelist at a Dickinson College capital campaign program . . . Douglas Steere ( philosophy, emeritus ) attended the fall session of the Ecumenical
Council at the Vatican . . . Edgar Rose ( English) was
a speaker at the 8th annual conference of the Pa.
Council of Teachers of English . . . John Lester, Jr. '37
(English) directed Haverford efforts of Campus Volunteers for Johnson . . . Harmon Dunathan ( chemistry ) authored an article in the Journal of Chemical
Education . . . Cletus Oakley ( mathematics, emeritus )
writes from Australia that his current major task is
doing 36 twenty-minute live TV ( and on video tape
for regular use in the future) lessons for seniors in
Western Australia high schools. Those who know the
Oakley interest in the out-of-doors will appreciate a
comment in a note to the Information Office: "It is
spring-summer here, sunshine and swimming weather
with the landscape covered with a rash of flowers none of which we know!"

inside left, respectively, worked hard with their teammates to boost
Ford soccer fortunes during the season. Despite a 4-5-2 record, many
of the contests in the "lost" column were close. photo by Gerald Harter

and other non-violent demonstrations, published by
the Friends Peace Committee . . . James W. Lyons
(dean of students) is chairman of The Arts Forum,
Inc., an effort to embrace all the arts in an active
community center on the Main Line . . . Edwin Bronner ( curator, Quaker Collection) was a participant
at the 9th triennial meeting of the Society of Friends'
World Committee in Ireland this summer .. . a feature
story on Alfred Diamant ( political science) appeared
this summer in the Columbus, Ind. Republican; he
was also a speaker or participant at a program of the
Graduate School of Public and International Affairs
of University of Pittsburgh, the Pa. Political Science
and Public Administration Assn. meeting, the Pa.
Division of the American Assn. of University Professors fall meeting, and at the Department of Government 50th anniversary celebration, Indiana University
. . . Douglas Heath ( psychology) is author of a book,
Explorations of Maturity, due for January release; he
also spoke recently at Baltimore and Wilmington
Frien4 Schools . . . Holland Hunter '43 ( economics )
discussed the U.S.S.R. power change over WPEN
(Philadelphia) . Theodore Hetzel '28 ( engineering)
spoke on Indians over a WHYY-TV ( Philadelphia )
educational show . . . Fay Selove (physics) was principal speaker at the Duke University fall Honors
Convocation . . . Harvey Glickman ( political science)
was a panelist at the African Studies Assn. meeting in
Chicago; he and Dr. Diamant also were senior participants at a University of Pennsylvania parley on underdeveloped countries . . . Walter Burnham ( political
science) was a panelist at a Villanova University preelection program; he also was the reviewer of The
Invisible Government, by David Wise and Thomas
Ross, in the Commonweal . . . William Davidon
(physics) is one of 500 educators petitioning President
Johnson to work for neutralization of North and South

CAMPUS SPEAKERS: Richard E. Griffith, curator,
Film Library of the Museum of Modern Art . . .
Charles J. Hitch, assistant secretary of defense . . .
Paul Weiss, Sterling Professor of Philosophy, Yale . . .
George W. Taylor, Harnwell Professor of Industry,
University of Pennsylvania . . . Walt Kelly, creator
of Pogo . . . James Higgins, assistant editor, Gazette
and Daily, York, Pa. . . . E. Bright Wilson, T. W.
Richards Professor of Chemistry, Harvard . . . Paul
Berg, professor of biochemistry, Stanford University
. . . Spencer Coxe, executive director of the Greater
Philadelphia Branch, American Civil Liberties Union
. . . M. H. Abrams, professor of English, Cornell University . . . Maurice B. Cramer, professor of English,
Penn State . . . Benjamin Chinitz, professor of economics at University of Pittsburgh . . . Boris Goldovsky, opera authority . . . Bernhard Blume, the Kuno
Francke Professor of German Art and Culture, Harvard University . . . John Hick, Stuart Professor of
Christian Philosophy, Princeton Theological Seminary
J. Robert Schrieffer, Mary Amanda Wood Professor of Physics, University of Pennsylvania.
•
After many agonizing years in the basement of Union, the College
bookstore was relocated this summer to the second floor of the building,
giving added space and a more efficient operation. Besides bright new
quarters for the bookstore and, as pictured in the centerfold, complete
renovation of Sharpless Hall, other facelifting on campus during recent
months includes new locker and shower room facilities in the gym, a
new private dining area in Founders, modernization of the business
office in Whitall, and an almost-completed dormitory for 129 students
at a cost of $900,000.

photo by Earl Shull
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Negro Education in the Deep South

WHERE THE 3 `Rs' ARE READIN', RITIN'
by LOREN GHIGLIONE '63

an idea of the challenge Rust College
faces, take Haverford, plop it down in the middle
of a Mississippi cotton field, burn 90% of the
library's books, remove all Ph.D.'s from the faculty,
surrender the school's endowment fund, and destroy
half its buildings.
Rust is a Negro college founded in Holly Springs,
Miss., after the Civil War to educate the freed slaves.
What is going on there now suggests why the Negro
college of the Deep South is both the most stifling and
the most exciting educational setting in the United
States today.
Rust, Lane, Stillman — dozens of colleges unfamiliar
to almost all Americans — take students with sometimes little more than the equivalent of an elementary
school education, and in four years, attempt to push
them through eight to ten years of schooling.
Needless to say, they frequently fail. Faced with
southern redneck hospitality, no money and isolation
from much of 20th Century culture, these colleges
have been compelled, in James Baldwin's words, to
"make peace with mediocrity."
An institution such as Rust is the victim of what
it gets and what it doesn't get. The college gets most
of its students from the poorest and perhaps the worst
state school system in the country. Local Marshall
County, which is 70% Negro, operates the "separate
but equal" Negro schools on a split session so that
students can pick cotton.
A 40-year-old teacher, pressed into service though
she never got through college, complains that her
students end up starting school in the midst of
Mississippi's worst summer heat. She and another
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Loren Ghiglione, a lucid writer and former editor of the
Haverford News, is in his second year at Yale Law School. He
spent this past summer teaching English and serving as public
relations director at Rust College.
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Negro woman are responsible for teaching 82 students
in 8 different grades at a one room rural school that
lacks plumbing and electricity.
No wonder Rust's average entering freshman, poorly
prepared through no fault of his own, reads at a level
equivalent to that of an eighth or ninth grader. In a
1961 survey of the entering class, four times as many
freshmen were at a fifth to sixth grade reading level
than those at a twelfth grade level or above.
What Rust does not get is money. The starting
salary as late as three years ago for an instructor was
$2400. The college has lost accreditation and no Ph.D.'s
remain on the faculty. Professors teach from 14 to 20
hours of class each week, and, during the summer
session, as many as 36 hours a week.
Rust keeps trying because it must. Negro colleges enroll close to 45% of the 220,000 Negroes
now attending college. And the educational success or failure of these schools has taken on even
greater importance since this summer. If the Deep
South is to have a future, the cry for Negro leadership
must be answered before the violence that comes
from frustration and oppression takes hold of the
Negro community.
Then too, out of the changing objectives of civil
rights groups — a vision widening from an integrated
lunch counter to a totally reconstructed society — there
naturally follows a need for well educated Negroes
capable of intelligently directing efforts at achieving
a change in the basic political and economic structure
of the Deep South.
Called on to provide spirited and educated leadership, a small school such as Rust must accept the
consequences of enraging a stagnant white community
intent on refuting the Twentieth Century's existence.
The Old South side of the area's personality is captured in one local historical marker: "Holly Springs:
UT

AND GUTS

"Called on to provide spirited and educated
leadership, a small school such as Rust must
accept the consequences of enraging a stagnant
white community intent on refuting the Twentieth Century's existence."
Anti-bellum cotton town and center of social and
cultural life. Home of 13 generals of the Confederacy.
Grant's southern advance halted here by Van Dorn's
great raid, December, 1862."
The Old South of Greek Revival architecture, King
Cotton and Civil War victories lives on today in the
area's most important social events, the Confederate
Ball and the Confederate Parade, in Jefferson Davis's
birthday (a legal holiday ), and in the rest rooms for
"white ladies" and "colored women."
On the town square hastily lettered signs have
sprouted in response to the Civil Rights Act. Landruth's, a combined tackle shop and restaurant, carries
three cardboard signs: "Membership Only." Window
displays at Western Auto highlight rifle racks for
pickup trucks and pistol holsters that strap under
the driver's seat.
The only voluntary desegregation in Holly Springs
came last year with the "integration" of the one room
public library. But the victory could have been mistaken for defeat — the library tables and chairs were
removed, and, according to local Negro college students, all the good books were transferred to a private
collection.
Paternalism is more insidious and just as effective
as discrimination and intimidation in keeping local
Negroes down. San ("Everybody calls me Sam")
Coopwood, Holly Springs mayor, city judge, clothing
store owner and former police chief, says the town
has thousands in unpaid fines, attesting to local generosity toward the Negro.
"Last Saturday this colored man backed out into
traffic. He couldn't pay the $7 fine so I told him to
come back when he cduld. I don't know anywhere
in the world where they turn a man out to get money."
Coopwood tells of one Negro who was worried about
all the civil rights activity changing his way of life.
"I told him, 'Just live like you've been living for the
last 55 years — no one will bother you.' "
Rust 'has bec-ome the local center of resistance to
the perpetuation of the master-lap dog mentality.
When local citizens refused to rent a deserted seminary to civil rights workers for a summer Freedom
School, the college became home. Each morning, in
the middle of Rust's front lawn, classes for 90 children
were held in art, Negro history, dancing and regular
elementary and secondary school courses.
A two family faculty residence was converted into
a community and recreation center. The college be-

"Paternalism is more insidious and just as
effective as discrimination and intimidation
in keeping local Negroes down."

At 101, Mrs. Mary Paine reminisces about Rust College, which she
attended in 1878 when it was a high school.
photo by Loren Ghiglione '63
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"There shall be nothing too great for the cause
and the cause is freedom, not in the years to
come, but now."
came a book depot for Freedom Schools throughout
the state with close to 100,000 volumes being unpacked, sorted and prepared for shipment in the basement of the administration building.
In addition to bucking southern hospitality Mississippi style, Rust also faces the challenge of changing
its own repressive outlook toward education. Instead
of creating an intellectual romping ground where a
Negro might explore his identity. Rust reproduces
many of the coercions of the larger society. The
administration claims most of the rural students have
never had responsibility and can't be expected to
wisely handle any.
But students who have never made mistakes and
are treated as boys, not men, will wind up quite
willing to be treated later in life also as -boys. And
often at Rust the importance of education gets lost
in the shuffle. Athletics, fraternal organizations, good
grooming, the more "collegiate" side of college life
are blown up. Education often just implies change
(the farm boy becomes "cultured"), not necessarily
intellectual curiosity or the acquisition of knowledge.
colleges such as Rust must decide now
what kind of graduate they will turn out. The
choice is crucial because the need for leadership is great. But the trouble facing Negro education
in the Deep South, however, does not end here, as
Joe Stone can attest.
An honor graduate of Rust, Stone tried to get a
job this August teaching in the Mississippi public
school system. He had participated earlier in the summer in one of northern Mississippi's first testings of
segregated public accommodations under the new
Civil Rights Act.
His teaching application was refused. The independent minded Mississippi Free Press described
those Negroes who are hired as, "having learned well
how to satisfy their masters in local and state politics
and having demonstrated in some concrete manner,
willingness to be obedient and to subordinate themselves at all times to all members of the 'closed
society."
Wanting to stay in the state, Stone now works for
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee at
$9.66 a week. The frustrations he has experienced
have only made him more determined to fight segregation in the state. Stone is a spirited product of the
kind of education Rust is beginning to realize it must
supply for all its students.
He wrote in an editorial for the student newspaper
at Rust, "The wrongs heaped upon us will be our
constant cry but we shall overcome by labor, suffering, sacrifice and by our lives. There shall be nothing
too great for the cause and the cause is freedom, not
in the years to come, but now."
•
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Lines celebrating a second visit to a Haverford tree introdi
by the late William Bacon Evans in 1957 on the occasion
a meeting with a professor of Haverford College.

The Osage
Orange Tree
How dear thee were
To him who left for God
How warm thy greeting be
To me and those who care
Thy welcome is reproof
To those who absent-be
From your plea
That all can hug this earth
In life
And succor souls
To weld their growth
To this —
This tall humanity
That must yet be.
Who bent this tree in youth
Or aimed a sling at nature's wing
Or did a wind alone
When field was clear a
vengeance seek
And found this youth too
stern to yield its stand
Come see these surfaced roots
This clinging to God's earth
This pride in life
And testament of arms that
long have lost their
strength
Yet reach to greet us when
we come
To see another wonder's yield
With death to life conjoined
To greet this man
Who seeks
And must yet find
The way to life in peace
of trees
That need not meet for peace.
—by Benjamin H. Dyshel
July 6, 1964
(Editor's note: The osage tree, adjacent to the Library garden, is known
to area youngsters as the "climbing tree." Rufus Jones once wrote about
the specimen, saying: "All the children who have grown up on the Haverford grounds during the last 100 years have had the thrill of teetering on
the branches of the osage tree. It sprawled out after the manner of its kind
and has for many years lain on its side like a wounded giant, so that there
are teeter branches of every height to suit the varying ages of the growing
child." The tree was one of the original plantings of William Carvill, an
English gardener hired by the College in 1835 to assist with plantings.)

FAMILY CO-OP PLAN

Boys Farm Way to College
Reprinted by permission from the Richmond, Va. Times-Dispatch

A

J. R. Whittington's three sons
know the value of family cooperation.
It has enabled them to seek college education
and to operate a considerable farming enterprise
simultaneously.
Rankin, just turned 17; Juan, 20, and DeWitt, 22,
have taken turns being "boss for a year" on the 500
acre family farm in northeast Amelia county while
the other two go away to college. This is a fact even
though none of the boys intends to pursue farming as
a vocation.
"They are using farming not as a career but as an
education in itself," Mrs. Whittington said in explaining the many valuable, practical experiences the three
have gained in farm life.
"We estimate a year on the farm is worth about two
in college," said Juan — not on its own, he quickly
explained, but in conjunction with higher education.
"Every course that I have had in college I've been
able to relate in some way to experiences on the farm."
The chronology of events leading to the farm-college
rotation began in 1961. The boys' father and uncle
operated adjoining farms, using labor and machinery
in common. In October that year, the uncle died and
MELIA, VA.—Mrs.

Mrs. J. R. Whittington plans the day's farm chores with her four sons:
(from left) Rankin, Juan, and DeWitt, who alternate college, farming.
photo by the Richmond, Va. Times Dispatch

the boys' dad took over both farms. He died of a
heart attack just six months later.
Juan was a senior at Amelia High School with
several weeks to go before graduation. He made the
day's plans with farm hands early each morning, drove
to classes and back as soon as they were over, worked
on the farm all afternoon and studied at night. That
fall, he set aside temporarily plans to enter Guilford
College at Greensboro, N.C. — and became the first
son to be boss.
At the end of Juan's year, DeWitt took a year's
leave of absence from Haverford College in Pennsylvania and farmed the 1964 crops. Soybeans is their
main cash crop now and they also have a herd of 55
beef cattle.
DeWitt is completing his senior year now and
Rankin is delaying for a year plans to enter college.
Meanwhile, Juan is a sophomore at Guilford College
and Rankin began to take over the farm operations
last summer.
Mrs. Whittington explained the major achievements
of the family. "These three years we have had a miniature Putney School, combining the practical and
academic life, and adding an injection of recreation
and culture. Summer before last a classmate of Dee's
from Haverford came to live and learn on the farm,
and last summer one of Juan's friends came from Guilford. We count these among our accomplishments:
Dee taught a 4-H tractor course, took a course in
farm management and history of art and got his solo
flying license, Juan took a course in college English
and went through a self-set program of reading books
he considered 'key' books, Rankin has just finished
combining 70 acres of soybeans, is taking college
algebra, and is about to complete getting his solo
license."
As successful as the turn-taking has been, the boys
don't anticipate continuing it for graduate studies.
The farm's operations are gradually being reduced.
It will probably become a secondary occupation for
them, run for the most part by hired help, but it "will
always be home — to come back to," they said.
The family is sold on the proposition that farm life
is excellent preparation for almost any other field of
endeavor. Planning, working together, meeting problems as they arise and learning necessary technical
skills as used in farming relate to other work, she
observed.
"And just the decision-making process — the process
of marshaling facts and making decisions on their
•
own — has been helpful," she said.

—by

ROBERT HOLLAND
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SHARPLESS
Senior biology majors do their research theses, and faculty members
conduct their own research activities, in well-equipped laboratories
like that of Professor Ariel Loewy (top view). The photos immediately
above and below this caption show the elementary laboratory in
biology. The work done here is introductory course work in comparative
and cell biology. In the view above are part of the 40 sit-down places
in the lab, while the photo below illustrates the chemical and physical
benches used in cell biology instruction.
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From the exterior, Sharpless Hall (above) remains unchanged to the
casual observer. However, a fifth story has been added, and renovation
is visible at the rear of the building. In the junior biology laboratory
(below) separate alcoves are provided for microscopy, biochemical, and
biophysical work. Located on the new top floor is the student animal
experimental laboratory (bottom view), with its complex timing equipment and controls of stimuli presented to animals located in Skinner
boxes (one of which is being checked by a faculty member). The long
charts record animal responses in the fully-automatic arrangement.
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Curriculum is not static. Haverford continually
scrutinizes its offerings — discarding, adding,
modifying, strengthening. Here, department
chairmen describe briefly some of the changes
taking place. All department chairmen were invited to submit statements; this concludes the
two-part review, first half of which appeared
in the fall issue of Horizons.

Facelifting the Curriculum
ASTRONOMY

BIOLOGY

the last ten years, the number of students in
Astronomy 11, 12 ( Descriptive Astronomy) has
slowly increased so that today we expect an enrollment of 60 or more in the first semester and 50 in
the second. The course is somewhat more quantitative
and rigorous than it was formerly and the students do
substantially better work than they once did.
At the advanced level there used to be a twosemester course in stellar atmospheres and a project
course. Work in stellar atmospheres has now been
transferred to the project course and the students
often work with high dispersion spectroscopic plates
obtained with some of the largest American telescopes. This shift has been very successful.
The project course is much more effective and the
interest in stellar atmospheres is increased by dealing
with actual observational material instead of pursuing
the subject entirely from texts and monographs.
In place of the old two semesters in stellar atmospheres, we now offer five one semester courses on an
alternating basis. These courses allow for a much
broader view of the field than was formerly offered.
During the period under review, the quality of the
physics courses has advanced markedly. As a result
the level of the astronomy courses has also been improved very noticeably.
The number of students enrolled in these advanced
courses has varied from 2 to 22 with an average of 5
or 6. The number has not changed significantly with
the years. In addition to those regularly enrolled, there
very often are conscientious auditors. By "conscientious
auditors" we mean those who come to virtually every
class but do not take the course for credit. Their number has varied from 0 to 5 and has perhaps averaged 2.

has taken place in the science of
biology and the teaching of biology. The major
changes in our department were initiated nine
years ago with an abrupt shift from the descriptive
and qualitative to the theoretical and quantitative,
with special emphasis on cell and molecular biology.
This year the department became a four-man department ( from a 3;4 man department) compared to
12 years ago when it was essentially a two-man
department.
The professional goals 6f biology majors have
changed over the years. In 1959, for example, there
were seven biology majors; all seven applied to medical school. In 1963 the number of biology majors
was nine, with six having gone to graduate school.
The kind of student attracted to biology has changed
considerably in recent years. Many physics, chemistry
and math students ( and many non-science people)
have taken Biology 21 ( Biology of the Cell). In some
cases this course has influenced their choice of major
in the direction of biology. The cooperative efforts
of chemists and biologists at the research level will
continue to influence the teaching of biology at the
undergraduate level. In the future there will probably
be more joint biology-chemistry majors.
Our department will continue to stress the importance of sound training in the physical sciences as a
prerequisite for professional training in biology. Although we shall not insist on four years of chemistry,
we will urge individual students to take chemistry
through physical chemistry.
The Biology Department is now housed in new
laboratories in Sharpless Hall. Thanks to the generosity
and imagination of the National Institutes of Health,
the financial support for this program has been forth-

I
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—by Lours C.
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A

REVOLUTION

coming. The NIH grants made possible, ( a ) the addition of a new man in the department, an electronmicroscopist, ( b ) the complete equipping of a junior
laboratory in cell biology, and ( c) provision of research fellowships for our undergraduates.
-by MELVIN SANTER

ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED SCIENCE
newly revised and expanded program
in engineering and applied science is designed
to provide a sound preparation for a career in
engineering or industry by a combination of basic
engineering courses with a broad range of those in
the natural sciences, mathematics, social sciences, and
humanities.
The creative aspects of engineering are emphasized
by involving the student in developing special engineering projects, one at an elementary level in the
sophomore year and another at an advanced level in
the senior year. These laboratory projects in design
and construction will take into account not only the
technical but also the scientific and social implications
of the project.
The introductory course is divided into two distinct
elements. The first semester, planned primarily for
engineering majors, concentrates on engineering design. The second semester is an entirely new course
developed both for students in engineering and in the
social and natural sciences as well. It will center
around problems of numerical methods and procedures involving the use of linear algebra, differential
and integral calculus, and elementary statistics, making
extensive use of the College's IBM 1620 digital computer.
All engineering students take at least two semester
courses in economics, in mathematics, in physics, and
also in either chemistry or in a social science.
In addition, the engineering major program includes
Analytical Mechanics, Mathematical Methods in Engineering, Introduction to Electrical Engineering, Introduction to Electronics, Thermodynamics, either
Mechanics of Materials or Circuit Theory, followed
by specialization in mechanical or electronic and communication courses, or by an integrated sequence of
courses, in social or physical science.
Such a major _program is sometimes called "General
Engineermg" or "Engineering Administration." With
the 'additional general College requirements in the
social sciences and the humanities, plus opportunities
for free electives it is also a truly liberal arts education.
Haverford graduates with a major in engineering
have found themselves well—prepared for industrial
employment, as well as for further study.

H

AVERFORD'S

-by THEODORE HETZEL '28

ENGLISH
teaching of literature involves the continual
recovery, re-creation, and exploration of literary
masterworks by the exercise of whatever powers
of insight teacher and student can muster, with the
aid of the best available scholarship. For this reason

T

HE

no course offered by the department ever remains
quite the same from year to year. Variation in substance and experimentation in method are the rule.
Though these quiet internal course changes are educationally important, they almost defy generalization
and cannot be described here.
Changes of a more conspicuous sort have recently
occurred in the English curriculum so that the department now offers an ordered diversity of complementary courses embracing the study of literature in
its temporal and cultural setting, movements, figures,
genres, literary theory and criticism, and the art of
writing, both expository and "creative."
On the freshman level, courses in the Art of Poetry
and the Art of Fiction are newly available for qualified
and interested students. Our period courses in the
Renaissance, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and Nineteenth centuries have each been expanded. More intensive_ work than that afforded by single semesters
is now possible, so that the student is more likely now
to acquire that necessary sense of the simultaneous
pastness and presentness of our cultural heritage.
The new course in Literary Theory and Criticism
is the result of our conviction that students in the
humanities need to be more aware of the presuppositions, methods, and aims of humanistic study. And
lastly, on the senior level seminars in Milton, the
Eighteenth Century, and Romantic Literature now
complement those on other major figures and movements, thus ensuring both a wider field of choice for
the student and closer supervision by the department
of the more specialized work of the senior year.
The aims of the department remain the same: to
make accessible to students their cultural heritage in
English, and to help them perfect their reading and
writing skills. These aims are reciprocal. Only if students read well are they able to possess their rightful
heritage; only if they discover the full resources of
language as the medium of literature will their own
writing attain the desired level of effectiveness.
-by EDGAR SMITH ROSE

GERMAN
Department of German now has four fulltime members. With the aim of "stepping up"
the pace in acquiring language skills and opening the way more rapidly to the study of German literature, the work of the first two years has been intensified. Where emphasis until a few years ago lay mainly
on a good knowledge of grammar and on reading
ability acquired through translation, we now try to
hit effectively on four cylinders instead of two, namely:
comprehension, speaking ability, knowledge of grammar, and discussion of texts. This intensive method
entails the use of German in class almost exclusively
by both instructor and student at an early stage and
is supplemented by practice sessions in a small language laboratory in Yarnall House, the German House,
under the supervision of a German exchange studentassistant. Elementary instruction has .been increased
from three to four hours during the first semester.
The "third year", which aims at a stimulating introducContinued on page 23
HE
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For each member of the Class of 1914 the arrival of a neatly mimeographed letter—
with two irregular pieces of red and black tape stuck in the upper left corner—
signalizes the start of a lively literary experience. For the class's 50th reunion, and
as an expression of Fourteeners devotion to their secretary, a selection of many of
these letters was compiled in booklet form. Excerpts from two of them are presented here.

ON GOING BACK
by ROBERT C. SMITH '14

M

New Manager
Gaylord P. Harnwell '24 was elected to the
Board of Managers of Haverford College as an
alumni representative at the annual meeting of
the Corporation in October. Nationally known
as an atomic physicist, Dr. Harnwell has been
president of the University of Pennsylvania since
1953. Also elected to the Haverford Board was
Elmore Jackson of Washington, D.C. He is a
special assistant on policy planning to the U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State for International
Organizational Affairs.

Haverford, felt obliged to resign from the
Board of Managers.

'29
David C. Bevan, vice president for
finances of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has
been elected a director of the Philadelphia
Suburban Water Company.

'30
Martin I. Norr has . been awarded the
Royal Order of Vasa by the Swedish
government. He is a research associate in
law at Harvard Law School. The award
was made "in recognition of fine work
in making Swedish laws known to the
English-speaking world." He is the principal author of Taxation in Siveden and
The Corporate Income Tax in Sweden. He
is currently at work for Harvard Law
School on Taxation in France and Taxation in Israel.

'31
Lockhart Amerman's second teenage
thriller, Cape Cod Casket, has recently
been published by Harcourt, Brace &
World.

OST of us go back to the College by car and arrive at the parking lot in the
woods behind the kitchen. But the way to get the most out of it is to ride
the Paoli Local. The purchase of a ticket for Haverford is the renewal of a
small ceremony which began when we were young but which no longer takes us up
the grand staircase to the train floor; Broad Street Station is a parking lot and the
Main Line has changed, but you arrive at the same old station and head for the
same tunnel. At the pike you wait for the light and think of Oscar in his Elmore
doing a sound twenty past the same crossing. Hirst's cow and the dappled pony
gave up to real estate values years ago, but lights in the Collins house and over
on College Lane are the same, and when Barclay gives you its broadside of lighted
windows you know that nothing has changed much on the old stage except the
players.
There were other ways back to Haverford which now are closed. And some
will remember their own on those last Sunday afternoons before the Christmas
holidays. You have gone out Bryn Mawr Avenue past the gate houses, nearly to
the cross road and turned back before dark. It is very cold. There is snow underfoot and as the temperature drops trees begin to go off like pistols. Along Buck
Lane and Panmure Road houses are lighted for skaters back from the pond. With
luck there is a full moon and if you are starred for destiny you even may see the
Hensel twins in white cardigans and red skirts. Founders is ringing as you pass
the Union and in no time you are inside the dining room, warm, with a crazy
appetite, and at arms length from a platter of scrambled eggs and bacon.
If you go by P. and W. and it is early October and fine, the first thing you pick
up on a morning visit to Haverford is the smell of fallen maple leaves on College
Avenue. Then you do the right oblique into the trees and go up the hill past
the soccer fields. Over your shoulder a Jet climbs steeply north northeast and
draws a white mid-celestial County line — for Delaware and Montgomery — above
the college.
The visit was to see again, and set down for you, some words above the mantel
in the Common Room. You have seen them at lectures or dinners, a few of you
have seen them many times:
I suggest — that you preach Truth and do Righteousness as you have
been taught, whereinsoever that teaching may commend itself to your
Consciences and your Judgments. For your Consciences and your
Judgments we have not sought to bind; and see you to it that no
other Institution; no political Party, no social Circle, no Religious
Organization, no pet Ambitions put such chains on you as would
tempt you to sacrifice one Iota of the Moral Freedom of your Consciences or the Intellectual Freedom of your Judgments.
Address to the Graduating Class of Haverford College by
Isaac Sharpless, sixth month twenty sixth, 1888.

•

He was forty in 1888 and we were not born. It is not wholly fanciful to
believe that these words, though concealed through two wars, none the less
have given their light to the College and to us, even as today they glow in an
upper room in Founders.

'33

'36

John Joseph Stoudt's new book is Early
Pennsylvania Arts & Crafts, published by
A. S. Barnes & Co. This volume contains
360 pages, has 344 black and white
photos, and more than 30 pages in full
color. It is the first book to make an intelligent appraisal of the plain tradition
in Pennsylvania art, according to critics.

William H. Loesche, Jr. has been the
chairman of commerce and industry for
the 1965 United Fund Torch Drive campaign of Philadelphia.

'44
Paul R. Stott is now industrial adminis-
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HAVERFORD
TRACK & FIELD RECORDS

Degrees from Harvard
The following Haverford alumni received degrees from Harvard University
this year: William S. Comanor '59,
Ph.D.; Hans W. Engelhardt '53, LL.B.;
Norris Hansell '53, M.S. in Hygiene;
Robert S. Miller '60, LL.B.; Robert W.
Nolte '63, M.A. in Teaching; Howard
L. Schambelan '61, LL.B.; John R.
Schott '57, Ph.D.; and John W.
Thomas '56, Master of Public Administration.
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evening a week for the University of California extension program and reports that
he is "heavily involved in local political
activities."
Richard D. Penn was recipient of the
1964 Essay Award in Neurology, granted
by the American Academy of Neurology.
He is attending Columbia University's
College of Physicians and Surgeons.
Lewis Smith has begun a master's degree
program in political science at the University of California (Los Angeles) following two years in Thailand as a Peace Corps
English teacher. Concerning his Peace
Corps experience, he writes: "Living
and working with Thai people as an American Peace Corps Volunteer proved to be
a more intense and meaningful experience
than I ever could have expected. Two years
ago I felt strongly of the value in the Peace
Corps through mutual education and understanding and through helping others to
help themselves on the job. Today I am
convinced of the value of the Peace Corps.
The same kind of hard thinking which
made the Peace Corps a reality must now
be brought to bear on the improvement
and further development of State-side
Volunteer training and host-country project work."
Lt. j.g. William E. Walling is in the
Operations Department, Naval Communications Station at Guam.

Philip A. Musgrove has joined the Foreign Policy Studies staff of The Brookings
Institution as a research assistant. He received his M.P.A. from the Woodrow
Wilson School of Princeton university in
June. He is working with the Latin America Studies program.

'63
Raymond W. Andrews is a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force and is stationed at Wheelus Air Force Base in Libya.
His address is Box 1488, 7272 Flying
Training Wing, APO 231, N.Y., N.Y.
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'64
George Sargent is serving as a staff supervisor in the Initial Management Program of American Telephone & Telegraph
Company in White Plains, N.Y.

MARRIAGES
1941—Arthur Ashbrook, Jr. anti Cecilia G.
Westerstrom at All Souls
'
Unitarian
Church in Washington, D.C., June 20.
1956—Richard A. Isay, M.D., and Jane
Tranghlan (Bryn Mawr '81), on July
28 in New York City. Robert B.
Greer, M.D., '58 was best man and
Milton H. hay '56 was an usher.
John Stanley Jordan, Jr. and Linda
Mondragon, June 29 in Washington,
D.C. Both Mr. and Mrs. Jordan are
with the Library of Congress and
are living in Washington.
1958—Thomas Nelson Baker, III and Anna
Catherine Mead, Aug. 29 in York,
Pa. He is a research chemist for
Atlantic Refining Company, Philadelphia.
_ Jean-Charles Meyer and Hugette
Van Damme, Oct. 24 in Brussels,
Belgium.
1980—Werner Ernst Muller and Helen
Foote Tyson, August 29 in Orange,
N.J. He is with the Sloan-Kettering
Institute in New York City.
Daniel Page Stites and Magdalena
Van Loon, on Aug. 24 in Amsterdam, Holland.
1961—Edward Raden Silverblatt and Bette
Samna Gross, on Aug. 18 in New
York City.
Allen C. Tillis and Susan Carol
Wexler, July 26 in Orange, N.J.
He is a medical student at Georgetown University.
1982—Edward Hollander and Jo Anne
Lesser, Aug. 29 in Great Neck, N.Y.
He is a field secretary for CORE
in Mississippi and Louisiana.
1983—Robert Hilger Ezerman and Elizabeth Congdon Booth on Aug. 1 in
Sewickley, Pa. He is at Jefferson
Medical College in Philadelphia
and she is working for her Ph.D.
at University of Pennsylvania.
1964—Richard France Luke and Lisbeth
Alice Larsen, Aug. 1 in Denver,
Colorado. The Lukes are living in
Endicott, N.Y., where he is with
IBM in computer training.
Timothy Stubbs Sterrett and Mae
January Brown, Aug. 10 in Westtown, Pa. He is teaching English at
Friends Select School, Philadelphia.

r
Join Your Friends on the

1965 ALUMNI TRIP
to
SPAIN & PORTUGAL
May 3-24, 1965
Write Alumni Office for complete itinerary

Haverford Holds .
The Executive Committee of the Alumni Association has asked that the following
excerpt from President Hugh Borton's annual report to the Corporation of
Haverford College be published in Horizons so that attention of alumni can be
drawn to the statement which the College's Board of Managers approved earlier
this year.
"Another involvement of students in important issues outside the College was
that of Russell D. Stetler, Jr., a sophomore, who became deeply concerned over
American policy in Vietnam. As he was a recipient of a scholarship from the Board
of Education of Philadelphia and as complaints—had been made to the Board
about public statements he had made and about his allegedly seeking funds for
medical aid for 'The Front of National Liberation of South Vietnam,' the Board
of Education appointed a special committee to look into the matter. When this
committee notified the College of a public meeting it was holding `to examine
and report on the scholarship' he was holding, it was imperative for the College
to clarify its position nn the matter.
"The basic issue in this case, as the College saw it, was that the exercise of a
person's rights as a citizen to speak or write freely on-any subject, or to act in
accordance with law and his conscience, should not be regarded as a proper basis
for withdrawing a scholarship from one of its students. Consequently, the Board
of Managers of the College, at a special meeting on April 30, 1964, unanimously
agreed that I, as president of the College, should appear at the public meeting
and present to the Committee a statement based on this principle.
"The statement which I read included the following: 'Haverford College holds
that open-minded and free inquiry is essential to a student's educational development. Thus, the College recognizes the right of all students to engage in discussion,
to exchange thought and opinion, and to speak or write freely on any subject.
" 'The College reaffirms the freedom of assembly as an essential part of the
process of discussion, inquiry, and advocacy. Students, therefore, have the right
to found new, or to join existing organizations, on or off campus, which advocate
and engage in lawful actions to implement their announced goals.
" 'Student actions such as those here involved do not imply approval, disapproval,
or sponsorship by the College or its student body; neither do such actions in any
way absolve a student from his academic responsibilities. Similarly, students are
expected to make clear that they are speaking or acting as individuals and not
for the College or its student body.
" 'The freedom to learn, to inquire, to speak, to organize and to act with conviction within the bounds of law, are held by Haverford College to be a cornerstone
of education in a free society.'
"In conclusion, the statement pointed out that Russell Stetler's academic achievement exceeded the required levels of achievement, that he had a good conduct
record, and that if there was basis for belief of a law having been broken, the
matter should be determined by the proper legal authorities. In July, 1964 the
Special Committee did not recommend rescinding the scholarship."

DEATHS
1906
Thomas Crowell died in Avondale, Pa.,
August 10. He is survived by his wife.
Thomas Parrott Harvey of West Hartford,
Conn., died Oct. 30. Until his retirement
some years ago, he was an attorney with
the Travelers Insurance Co. He is survived by his wife, a son and a daughter.

1916
Charles Herman Oberholtzer of Radnor,
Pa., died Nov. 14. He is survived by his
wife, Marian, and son Wendall '52.

1922
Anthony Morris Carey, former president
of Carey Sales and Service Company, Baltimore, Md., died Nov. 1. He is survived
by a son and daughter and by two brothers,
one of whom is G. Cheston Carey '15.

1929
The death of James M. Standring, Jr. on
Sept. 2 has been reported to the Alumni
Office. He is survived by his wife.

1934
The wife of Charles K. M. Winne reports
that he died on July 12, as a result of a
bicycle accident while accompanying his
Boy Scout troop. He was a resident of
Steubenville, Ohio.

1960
David Lee Rondthaler was killed in an
automobile accident near Putnam Valley,
N.Y. on Oct. 26. He had been teaching at
Lakeland High School in Westchester
County, N.Y.

An engineering class tours the facilities of a Delaware Valley industrial
photo by Theodore Hetzel '28
plant.
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tion to great works of the literature, has been reduced
to one semester, enabling the student to continue with
a literary course or advanced composition and conversation during the second semester.
The courses in literature — by a system of alternation
— cover a wide span from chivalric medieval literature
to Kafka, Brecht and Thomas Mann. The Age of
Goethe course is the gateway for students desiring
to penetrate more deeply into the beauties of German
literature. This is followed by offerings in the Middle
Ages, Romanticism, the nineteenth century, lyric poetry
and Goethe's Faust. Courses on advanced topics, recently introduced, vary from year to year. This year
the choice lies between Heine and contemporary
dramatists.
Over the years German language and literature as
a major subject has held appeal not only for those
who moved on to graduate work in Germanic philology
and literature to become college and high school
teachers, but also for many who went on into quite
different walks of life, notably medicine, and who
chose the many-sided and very human literature in
the German language as their main approach toward
a liberal education.
—by HARRY PFUND

PHYSICS
number of majors' in the Physics Department
has kept fairly constant, averaging a little over
four per year. Virtually all go on to graduate
work in physics, or allied fields. They have had increasingly more interest In going on towards a Ph.D.
degree, and their acceptance by and performance in
graduate 'schools have been gratifying. Our majors
these days tend to be more interested in experimental
and theoretical work in physics and allied fields, than
in applied areas. There is, of course, a strong feedback
between the type and quality of our offering and the
type of students who will wish-to major in the department; similarly the type and level of courses which we
offer is a consequence of the ability of our students,
which is on the whole extremely high.
The department offers a one-year general physics
course, which yields a good background in physics
to students in the other departments of the College.
Students majoring in physics are not required to
take this course and may go directly into three oneyear "core" courses: Mechanics, Electricity and Magnetism, and Modern Physics. Mechanics brings in
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many of the necessary tools in applied mathematics
which used to be covered by courses in the Department of Mathematics. The other two courses are supplemented by extensive laboratory work, and the
Modern Physics course ( Physics 31-32) includes the
equivalent of a one-semester course in Quantum Mechanics. In his senior year, a physics major works on
a senior thesis. These theses are generally of an experimental nature, and several of them have led to papers
published by our students in professional journals.
In addition to these eight semesters of required
courses, a physics major must take two additional
elective physics courses. He may choose between onesemester courses in General Relativity and Cosmology,
Boundary Value Problems of Mathematical Physics,
Solid State Physics, Thermodynamics and Statistical
Mechanics, Foundations of Modern Physics, and Advanced Electronics.
—by FAY SELOVE

RELIGION
1961 studies in religion at Haverford were
carried on primarily in the Department of Biblical Literature. These studies were generally
historical and philological in orientation. Interests in
the development of Christianity since biblical times
and in contemporary thought were met by offerings
in other departments, such as history and philosophy.
Three years ago the name was changed to the
Department of Religion and a wider range of studies
introduced. The main introductory course remains a
two-semester lecture-course on the Old and New
Testaments. But, beyond the freshman level, the department now offers courses in the History of Christian
Thought, the History of non-Western Religions, the
Philosophy of Religion, the History and Principles of
Quakerism and issues in contemporary philosophical
theology, as well as project courses for interested individuals. Some of these courses are cross-listed with the
History or Philosophy Department and religion majors
are required to concentrate their electives on a supporting field such as history, philosophy, psychology
or literature. There are at present four seniors and
three juniors majoring in religion.
Increasing enrollment in courses offered by the
department led to a decision in 1963 to add a second
faculty member in this general field. A second appointment was made early in 1964, though the fulltime services of a second department member will not
be available until the fall of 1965.
Interest in the study of religion remains high. The
departmental offerings seem to fit well into the general
program of the College in the humanities. Inter-departmental co-operation will continue to be fostered between religion and related disciplines. A seminar on
Asian religions may well be added to the curriculum
next winter and the whole curriculum will be reviewed
after this year. Traditional subjects will not be displaced, but the program needs to be revised to meet
the requirements of current students, in accordance
with the competences of new members of the department. At present, co-operation with Bryn Mawr remains an unrealized possibility which also needs to be
considered soon.
—by PETER SLATER
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